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COTSYS Profile
COTSYS is a premier provider of professional information technology and business process solutions. COTSYS
works with various Private and Public Corporations. We have proven successful record in Gulf with companies like
Etisalat (Telecommunication), Al-Salam Aircraft (K.S.A), SBG (Oman Muscat).
COTSYS, has very ambitious growth plans. In our pursuit of excellence, we are stretching our boundaries, we look
forward to welcoming talented, committed individuals into our growing family of professionals.”

COTSYS Vision
To be the premier provider of value added technology and business solutions.

COTSYS Mission
To passionately deliver strong business results and establish long-term partnerships with our clients.

Global presence & Nature:

India: (HQ & ODC): Bhopal, (Consul.off.) Pune
Australia: (ODC & Consul.off.): Brisbane (New Farm), Melbourne
U.S.A. (Consul.off.): Detroit.
Note: Consul. Off equivalent to sales office, ODC offshore development center, HQ Headquarter.
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Services
IT – Application Services
Application Services
Why dedicate your own resources to tough IT challenges when COTSYS’s professional team can rapidly deliver
the results you want and minimize your risk and exposure? Our well-resourced, professional team provides a
complete portfolio of services to support the businesses across all major industry sectors.

Business Applications Solutions
We can design and implement an industry- or application-specific business solution that offers measurable
improvements for your company – streamlining your operations, integrating your existing technologies, improving
customer service or providing business intelligence.
•
Design
•
Application development
•
Packaged solutions
•
Systems integration
•
Deployment

Business Applications Management
COTSYS can assist you with the maintenance of the enterprise applications that are critical to your
competitiveness. This expertise is complemented by our proven capabilities in strategic consulting, systems
integration and infrastructure management.
•
Business transformation
•
Application portfolio management and support
•
Optimization

IT Outsourcing / Application Support & Maintenance (ASM)
COTSYS’s IT outsourcing model is geared toward delivering powerful business results. COTSYS offers complete
IT outsourcing for clients by creating a strategic interdependent relationship and allows corporations, that have
been frustrated by high cost, inflexible and incomplete solutions for IT outsourcing, a compelling alternative.
COTSYS ITO not only delivers a complete cost effective IT outsourcing solution, but also allows clients to leverage
COTSYS’s IT experience, scalability and infrastructure to achieve growth and qualification enhancement.
The COTSYS ITO provides an integrated delivery of Infrastructure Services, Application Services, Enterprise
Solutions, Managed Services and Research & Development. COTSYS provides the maximum value and deep
domain knowledge through its industry specific ITO offerings.
Key Features:

Driven by the proprietary “Total Quality Platform TQP” that creates significant efficiencies as compared to
traditional delivery models including offshore.
•
Price Leadership
•
Fast to Market Delivery
•
Only pay marginal costs by leveraging COTSYS investments in a scalable IT Infrastructure
•
Complete and Flexible IT Solutions
•
Follow-The-Client Process Alignment
•
Global Team - Optimized Model
•
Extensive Experience with your customers IT departments and processes
•
Extensive skill sets to all you to reach SMEs and IT strategists without additional investments
•
No Capital Expense / Asset Transfer - COTSYS Extensibility Option.
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COTSYS leverages its global and multi-timezone capability to provide round the clock 24x7x365 application,
technical and business support functions. Our IT infrastructure services allows organizations to focus on their core
competence while we manage their infrastructure including hardware, software, business applications and ITenabled business processes. COTSYS manage the entire product lifecycle, reducing maintenance & sustenance
costs, to deploy internal resources on higher value and core competence tasks.
ASM Advantage

•
•
•
•

Round the clock staff operations with SLA to meet business objectives
Trained staff on accents, languages and cultures
Joint Investment Model higher ownership
Effective tools for remote maintenance

Application Support & Maintenance (ASM) Model
Every environment is different, and the COTSYS method is adapted to meet the specific requirements of the
application being considered.
The milestones below illustrate a typical development project and are based on our experience of successful
offshore delivery. A dedicated onshore team is key to the quality of the work produced. The local onsite team will
acquire a full understanding of the local business environment, the objectives to be achieved and, in spite of the
time zone differences, most problems will be resolved before the start of the next working day.
COTSYS’s structured methodology for Application Maintenance and Support relies on careful planning to ensure
that the appropriate knowledge is acquired at each stage before moving forward to the full offshore model. By
following a thoroughly constructed phased transfer, progression from one phase to the next is dependent on
milestones being achieved and targets reached. This enables the transition to offshore maintenance and achieves
projected benefits whilst managing and controlling the project in a seamless manner.

Features

• Dedicated onshore or offshore help desk number, with local or remote diagnostic capabilities
• First and second-level production support requests, including full diagnostic problem resolution
• Temporary work-around and shared repository bug-fixing
• Secure offsite server backup facilities
• Product enhancement and customization requests, with fully integrated version control and configuration
management
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The Application Maintenance Life Cycle for offshore has four major stages:
1. Onsite Assessment and Planning
• Initial Orientation and Project Planning
• Infrastructure analysis
• Detailed Application Product study
• Documentation review
• Initial Transition and Knowledge Transfer plans
• Agree initial Service Levels with business and technical owners
• Resource Scheduling
2. Knowledge Transfer and Transition Phase
• Knowledge Transfer, including in-depth Application and Code review
• Transition Plan implementation
• Agree Service Level Improvement Roadmap
3. Offsite, Onshore Application Support and Maintenance
• Blended onshore and offsite cover
4. Transfer to Offshore Support and Maintenance
• Phased transition into full offshore support
• Ongoing Application Maintenance
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Application Development
At COTSYS we provide superior application development, Management, Maintenance and Enterprise Solutions
services that help you meet your business objectives. From creative, Flash-based front ends to custom ecommerce, portals and application development. COTSYS understands the demands of the information age.
COTSYS has experience with ERP, SCM, CRM, Statistical Quality Control, Procurement, HR, Online billing, Epayment, E-Commerce portals, Office Automation, Project Management, Ad-hoc Query and Administration,
Engineering Simulation, Online Survey and Lottery, Sales Force Automation, Dealership Management, Healthcare,
Facility management, Data Federation, Security and Transformation, Work flow Automation, Business
Reengineering, and more. COTSYS delivers strong business results immediately by working efficiently, while
being cost-effective.
COTSYS has experience in all 7 stages of software application development in web-based applications, portals,
client server, database, web services, wireless, transaction, aggregation, legacy integration, security, data
warehousing and mining, EAI, EIS, workflow, and more

Enterprise Solutions
COTSYS helps you convert your data into intelligence. This will help you increase your effectiveness and efficiency
in the marketplace by allowing you to make better business decisions. We help you build flexibility and efficiency to
quickly establish business results.
Key Features:

•
•
•

Data Warehousing
Business Intelligence
ERP

ERP Methodology:

•
•
•
•

Tailored to suit the need of client
Aligns with Hyperion's tools and methods but extends further through using COTSYS's knowledge center
tools, methods, accelerators, and deliverables.
Supports work of multiple concurrent integrated teams
Provides roadmap of work

Strategic IT Analysis & Planning
COTSYS will do Strategic IT Analysis and Planning, which will help you develop successful business strategy that
will have Immediate Business Results, Improved IT Solution, Delivery, Business & IT Alignment.
The IT Analysis and Planning covers all aspects of the IT functions, examining costs, performance, right
technology, tools, infrastructure and methodologies. IT baselines are compared against key performance indicators
benchmark data as well as best practices. Gaps are identified and future support directions are determined. An
overall strategy is developed for IT to improve the support to the clients business. Designed to help you quickly
identify, justify, and prioritize opportunities for improvement within the technology aspects of your operation - an
incisive evaluation of servers, software, hardware, and other IT infrastructure elements. Focused on improving
both efficiency and effectiveness of the processes that join people and technologies together - a careful
examination of the tools, workflow, communications, and procedures you have in place.
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Stages of IT Analysis

Strategic IT Planning & Management Model:
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Business Process Outsourcing Services
Let a Specialist Manage Your Noncore Business Processes So You Can Focus On Your Business

To remain competitive in the global economy, you need to concentrate on what made you successful in the first
place – your core business. You can't afford to expend valuable time and energy managing transactions and
noncore processes that could be handled by other specialists. COTSYS can provide the strategy, solutions and
services you need to solve your complex business issues, achieve results and maintain your competitive
advantage. Combining information technology (IT) management and business process outsourcing expertise with
knowledge specific to your industry, we can provide business-focused solutions tailored to your specific strategic
goals.
Our full portfolio of BPO solutions will help you improve customer loyalty, drive revenue growth, maximize
operational and organizational efficiency, integrate your business processes and applications, and save you
money. We have the capability to deliver optimum value in BPO solutions because of our:
•
•
•
•
•

Domain expertise
Process excellence
Best-of-breed applications and alliances
Economies of scale
Secure Network

By leveraging our experience as an outside business process expert, you are free to concentrate on your core
business.

Automotive Retail Solutions
COTSYS offers a portfolio of innovative and proven solutions that focus on driving higher business performance
and increased revenue and profitability for its clients.

Global Supply Solutions
COTSYS Global Supply Solutions is a leading supply chain service provider and integrator of custom solutions in:
•
Purchasing
•
Logistics
•
Supply Chain
•
Material Management
•
Scheduling
We strive to change the face of our customers supply chain by our design, implementation, and execution of
metrics-driven processes that deliver significant material savings, reduced transaction and operating costs and
optimized inventory availability and investment.
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Supply Chain

COTSYS Supply Chain is a fully integrated solution from inventory control, through to replenishment and
purchasing to give organizations complete control of their business operations.
Key benefits:
•
Control and streamline your procurement activities across the entire organization with COTSYS’s fully
integrated purchase order management solution.
•

Optimize your stock holdings and automate the product ordering and stock distribution process using
COTSYS’s fully integrated replenishment solution.

Gain visibility and control of your inventory processes, from ordering to issuing of stock. COTSYS’s comprehensive
inventory management solution is fully integrated to financial information for clear and accurate reporting

Material Management
Material Management Software Solution

Government and industry regulations, including environment, safety, corporate governance and product
performance are being enforced around the world with different standards. These different standards create a
critical need for you to track data and collect and report more information. As globalization, integration and
collaboration proliferates, manufacturers are experiencing an increased risk level in their supply chain, product
development, creation and management of new alliances and global workforce management.
Europe and some Asia Pacific markets are firmly committed to the environment. Protecting air and water quality,
conserving resources and safeguarding biodiversity, waste management and control of activities that have an
adverse environmental impact are all important. With a goal to have 20 percent of total European energy
consumption come from renewable resources, 200 directives already in place and another 100 set to be activated,
manufacturers are forced to change how they do business. Consumers are forcing you to change your designs,
production processes and product mix to become more environmentally conscious.
These trends have a direct impact on your business and are resulting in:
•
Higher degrees of complexity
•
Higher costs associated with gathering and validating data and reporting to various agencies
•
Closer working relationships through the supply chain
To address these challenges you need to have better compliance, information tracking, standardization and
integration. You have to work collaboratively through your supply chain.
COTSYS’ MDS Material Management Simplifies Data Gathering and Reporting

Our Material Data System tracks chemical ingredients of parts and assemblies across your entire supply chain. It
helps you comply with the increasing number of national and international regulations related to material handling
and disposal. Consisting of a centralized, application and database that's accessible via a Web-based portal, the
solution captures data from your suppliers and distributes it to you in the form of standardized data sheets and
interfaces.
The Future Demands a New kind of Supply-Chain Data Integration
Unless you or your suppliers run complex and costly analyses on all parts, you cannot know what is in your
product to produce the reports to comply with the varying government regulations where your product is sold. A
supply chain data solution where the path of the data follows the path of the product is necessary to reduce costs
of complying with the reporting requirements.
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In addition to producing data as a reporting mechanism, the data is available for incorporation into planning and
design along with recyclability and recoverability purposes.
Better Data Management Means Fewer Errors. Fines and Product Recalls
By taking advantage of COTSYS' Materials Data System solution for material management, you can:
•
Reduce or eliminate penalties and their associated costs
•
Build from industry standard concepts and technologies
•
Reduce the cost of implementation and support of a data solution
•
Improve data quality for reporting

Product Lifecycle Management Solution
Increase Engineering Productivity,

Reduce Design-Engineering Changes and Deliver Innovative Products To Market Faster At a Lower Cost
The global marketplace is becoming increasingly competitive, meaning that you have to introduce new, innovative
products to market faster. Customers are demanding more choice and higher quality. And competition from global
manufacturers can exert pressure on your margins. To maintain your edge, you have to change your product
development processes and technology so your virtual design, engineering, manufacturing and support teams can
collaborate simultaneously anywhere around the world, leverage knowledge and design next-generation products
faster.
Our Product Lifecycle Management Solution

Our product lifecycle management solution gives your company the Agility you need to capitalize on market
opportunities and achieve measurable results .COTSYS can help you streamline product development, improve
product lifecycle management systems and processes, and enable your virtual engineering teams to collaborate in
real time so they can accelerate the process from concept to production faster. By offering a full range of product
lifecycle management capabilities – from consulting to business process improvements to managing complex IT
engineering applications – we can help cover your product development from end to end.
Not only will we help you develop a strong plan but we'll implement and modernize your applications, integrate
your systems and fine-tune your product development environment. With COTSYS' proven solutions, program
management expertise, skilled resources and manufacturing experience, we can equip you to capture market
opportunities and achieve measurable results.
We Have a Flexible Product Lifecycle Management Solution, it does not What Your Company Manufactures

We can create a customized, tailored solution, regardless of what industry segment you're in. Whether you select
some or all of the following components of our Product Lifecycle Management Solution, we can integrate them so
they work together seamlessly, providing you new levels of innovation, efficiency, visibility and collaboration:
Design Collaboration
Makes multi-CAD and other product information available to your multisite design team, in real time, over a secure
global network .
Product Design and Validation
Provides the mathematical information, engineering and analytics, and product definition artifacts needed to design
and validate products .
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Knowledge-Based Engineering
Helps you speed product development and preserve intellectual property by consistently capturing and reusing key
practices and information
Manufacturing Process Planning
Provides real-time information, business processes and work flows so you can digitally design, test and simulate
production environments.
Process Management
Provides a seamless environment for monitoring, controlling and reporting product development productivity.
Lifecycle Data Management
Architects, implements and provides hosting support for bills of materials maintained through a consistent
configuration and change management control system.
Components of the COTSYS Solution

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Managed storage
Network management
Security
Hosting
Content management
Application implementation and management
Application development

Benefits for you

Using the power of Product Lifecycle Management, you can:
Reduce costs and increase speed to market by integrating market intelligence and product development data
Develop more products faster by increasing engineering productivity up to 15 percent
Cut product development cycles in half by using digital prototypes that can be shared and easily revised
Reduce cost of goods and manufacturing-related costs by 30 to 60 percent by reducing the need for retooling and
increasing reuse
Boost engineering capacity and eliminate redundant parts by increasing component reuse by up to 75 percent
Our Capabilities:

•
•

Deep functional and practical operating experience
On shore/Offshore capability to support low cost delivery, applications development, support and
maintenance.

HR (Human Resources) Outsourcing Services
Global Outsourcing Human Resources Service (GOHRS)

GOHRS is the HR outsourcing business of COTSYS. It combines the delivery capabilities and HR business
process expertise of COTSYS with the deep benefits administration and HR domain expertise. Superior service
delivery and expertise in HR help clients align their HR agendas and delivery models with their business
objectives, helping optimize their investment in HR processes and programs.
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Cutting HR costs today is a given. Now, you’ve got to go beyond reduced costs and delve into the broader benefits
that business intelligence and HR processes can create for a company. While GOHRS can’t predict the future, we
can improve your ability to meet your organizational commitments. Our approach drives operational and
organizational efficiency, improves information accuracy, integrates business processes with best-in-class
applications – and of course, delivers cost savings.
The Challenges

Your HR agenda is a tough one as you move your organization beyond transaction processing and administration
into a more strategic function. That’s why managing information and deriving knowledge from it are more important
than ever. The critical nature of HR activities makes having accurate, integrated and timely information vitally
important – particularly because errors and compliance penalties can be costly. You’re being asked to add value to
the bottom line not only to save money, but to change HR program delivery and design to improve employee
productivity and retention – and ultimately, provide that ever-elusive competitive edge. No small task.
How We Can Help

GOHRS offers full-service HR outsourcing solutions. It provides comprehensive transactional and administrative
services that enable HR staff, employees and managers to access, update and use HR information more efficiently
and effectively. Our services help support and streamline many critical HR functions and processes, including
benefits administration, payroll, compensation management, recruitment and staffing, workforce administration,
workforce development, business intelligence, service center support and HR management systems.
Through GOHRS, you can access these services individually, collectively or in any combination that meets your
needs. Integrated systems and data put accurate information at the fingertips of the people who need it.
Intuitive, event-driven HR delivery based on global standards and best practices enable them to interpret that
information, draw solid conclusions and make fact-based decisions.
In short, more predictable outcomes are within your reach.
Our approach

The cost of running an HR function that could be outsourced is only a fraction of a company’s total employment
costs – the tip of the iceberg.
Our solution gives you access to the information you need to make faster, better decisions about your workforce.
The foundation of this standard solution is GOHRS’s delivery model that is leveraged globally across hundreds of
core processes and applications, myriad clients, and millions of employees. The model uses existing global
footprint and relies on leading HR practices.
But the foundation of our delivery is high-quality service that ensures your employees are well taken care of. Our
tiered service delivery model enables users to speak with trained, knowledgeable personnel at the right level of
expertise to effectively address their needs.
What You Can Achieve

Our experience, advanced capabilities and integrated solutions provide the power you need to improve the
performance of your HR organization in key areas.
•

•

•

•
•

•

Control program costs and drive efficiency – More efficient business processes and increased functionality
drive down operational costs and eliminate administrative activities. For instance you can reduce payroll
administration costs by more than 50 percent during the first five years of the relationship.
Enhance access to information and employee satisfaction – A personalized life event-driven portal enables
employees to make benefit selections, update personal information, perform online retirement planning and
obtain information on a wide range of HR topics. The same self-service Web-based delivery system allows
managers to conduct their people-management transactions – such as hires, transfers and terminations – all
online.
Tap into the power of business intelligence – Give your staff the ability to analyze volumes of integrated data
about your organization and work force for a clear picture of how each unit is performing and where you stand
in the marketplace. Be better prepared to sustain or increase performance by using predictive modeling to
support succession planning, skill development, or recruiting and staffing.
Optimize the return on your HR investment in ways that meet your organization's business and workforce
neCOTSYS - both today and in the future
Improve HR decision-making capabilities through access to the latest data about your plans and processes,
how they're being used (well or poorly) and the opportunities you have for improvements and greater
efficiencies in both plan design and management and administration
Help limit initial capital expenditures while also reducing administrative costs over time
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The Power in HR Outsourcing

•
•
•
•
•

Enterprises can achieve these results with GOHRS HR Outsourcing solution:
Reduce sales, general and administrative costs through a leveraged delivery platform and leading practices.
Enhance strategic decision making capabilities through business intelligence and data warehousing decision
support tools.
Improve customer service levels through Web- and speech-enabled customer self-service.

Integrated HR Support
GOHRS outsourcing solution

Benefits administration Services:

Payroll Services:

Health and welfare, Defined benefit
Defined contribution, Pension plan
Share plan, Flex plan

Source-to-gross, Gross-to-net,
Payroll tax administration,
Payment distribution,
reconciliations, reports

Relocation and assignment
Services:

Absence management:

Compensation management:

Recruiting and Staffing:

Eligibility determination, absence
Notification, Leave/benefit program
Assessment, Vendor management,
Leave case management

Variable pay, Incentive
Compensation, Equity
Compensation, Executive
compensation

Position management,
Contract/temporary/casual labour,
Executive search,
Professional/experienced recruiting

Workforce Development

Workforce administration

Embedded Expertise

Skills management,
Workforce analytics,
Succession planning,
Training and development

HRIS, I-9 management,
Employee/labor relations,
Outplacement

Business Intelligence, Support
Services (including self-service and
document management)

Policy and program development,
Property management assistance,
Assignment management
Assistance, Cross-cultural training

Global Outsourcing Payroll Services (GOPS)
There is no tolerance for errors in payroll. GOPS provides complete payroll management.
Challenges for your business

Managing the payroll function has its challenges: reducing costs for a necessary business function, staying in
compliance with different government entities, and keeping software systems current. Any one of these issues can
overwhelm the Payroll area’s budget and personnel.
How we can help

GOPS gives you one place to go for a complete payroll solution. GOPS Payroll Services provides complete payroll
operation management, including transactional finance and tax-related activities. By consolidating supporting
technologies and applications and streamlining delivery systems, your company can reduce sales, general and
administrative costs. We perform payroll calculations, provide HR information services and information technology
functions, process checks and deposit slips, perform journal entries, generate summaries and reports, make tax
and Social Security (or other regulatory) payments, and perform time and attendance administration. As a result,
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your organization benefits from increased data accuracy and timeliness of reporting without expending the effort to
maintain compliance with laws and regulations.
Because GOPS provides Payroll Services around the world, we understand the technical and legal requirements
involved in accommodating different geographies.
What we can offer

End-to-end Payroll Administration:
• Time and attendance administration
• Source to gross processing
• Gross to net calculations
• Reconciliation and GL posting
• Tax filing and reporting
• Audit administration
• Fulfillment services including imaging, printing and distribution
• Year-end processing
Supported by Key Capabilities:
• Web-based self-service
• Knowledgebase tools for client use
• Contact centers and processing centers
• Best-in-class service providers and software vendors
Overview

•
•
•
•
•

Manage and operate complete payroll operations
Consolidate supporting technologies and applications
Streamline delivery systems and reduce costs
Increase data accuracy and timeliness
Access, update and use HR information more efficiently and effectively

Billing Services For Communications Providers
Today's telecommunications carriers face numerous challenges to meet customer demand and stay ahead of the
competition. Customers want multiple services from simple voice to long distance, wireless, Internet and video.
Operational and billing systems need to be modified rapidly to accommodate these new products and services. We
help you with our world-class business process outsourcing, application development, hosting and integration
expertise. By moving your billing systems and data to newer architectures, you can reduce total cost of ownership
(TCO) and quickly create and market new products and services.
With the help of our service, Billing Services communications providers can enhance their businesses by:
•
Consolidating billing for multiple services
•
Reducing operational costs while improving efficiency
•
Enhancing customer retention through accurate, timely billing and a single, consolidated customer view that
allows more personalized service
•
Leveraging preconfigured templates for multiple industry verticals and products
•
Increasing flexibility in billing and rating complex pricing structures and service bundles
•
Introducing new products and services quickly, improving time to market and generating new revenue
opportunities
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Converged Billing Service
A need to connect and consolidate
Typically, companies that sell multiple services use a different legacy billing system and infrastructure for each
one. The unconnected systems can’t easily share data, so it’s difficult to know what a customer is buying across
service lines. And the only option is to bill the customer for services separately. The results include high
operational costs, low satisfaction and loyalty, and lost revenue opportunities. To stay competitive, companies
must find a way to provide the consolidated bill customers want – along with customized service bundles and
pricing options that keep them coming back.
Reduce costs, improve accuracy
Rely on COTSYS’ world-class business process outsourcing, hosting and integration expertise. By moving your
billing systems and data to our centralized platform, gives you the power to offer customers one detailed bill for all
the services they buy. We also help you sharply reduce your operational costs, improve billing accuracy, gain a
single view of the customer, and bill for complex pricing structures. Whatever industry you’re in, we support your
business today and tomorrow.

How it works

COTSYS carefully integrates your various billing functions, migrating them to our centralized, open-architecture
platform. Our best-in-class hosted delivery environment provides operations excellence, information security and
stability backed by guaranteed service levels. With superior billing functionality, you can create a consolidated bill
for any and all services originating from any information source or network. COTSYS’s powerful, scalable service
bureau enables you to rapidly deploy new services and support high transaction volumes with a single platform.
You have the flexibility to rapidly ramp services up or down to meet your changing business.
Streamline and refine billing processes
Consolidate billing for multiple services to one centralized location. Reduce total cost of ownership and increase
operational efficiency Increase billing flexibility, such as billing for complex pricing structures and service bundles.
Improve productivity and customer retention rates through accurate, timely billing. Gain a single view of the
customer – with detailed information that enables your organization to deliver better, more personalized services
and enhance the overall customer experience. Speed time to market for new products or services – and generate
new revenue opportunities.
Experience counts

We stand behind our service leveraging our world-class infrastructure and proven processes to ensure ongoing
excellence. Our global service management centers provide the highest-quality site and data security, with built-in
redundancies to ensure 24/7 billing system availability. With COTSYS, you can build a complete order-to-cash
solution encompassing order entry and management through electronic presentment and payment, lockbox
processing and accelerated receivables management
Features

Flexible usage processing: mediation, rating and billing for any service or combination of services; rating and
discounting for complex pricing structures and product bundles.
Comprehensive Billing operations and support services: ongoing management of business processes (from
receiving billing data to calculating volume- and usage-based rates to creating invoices).
Utility Based Pricing: “pay as you go” for basic functions (such as rating and billing for minimal service) and
advanced functions (such as combining multiple services onto a single bill and processing pre rated third-party
transactions).
Industry specific solutions: enhanced “out-of-the-box” functionality for multiple industries
An integrated suite of Converged Billing Services

Mediation – parses, consolidates and converts different customer use data into rate able records.
Rating – prices the converted data based on defined pricing schemes and rate plans.
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Billing – compiles taxes and totals the rated data records to generate the billing data to be invoiced.
Formatting – formats the invoice layout according to your specific requirements, including company brand
standards and messaging for electronic presentment or traditional printed output.
Customer Account maintenance – maintains customer records and adds new customers to the system converged.
System Reference Data maintenance – maintains configuration and billing reference data; includes several
verification processes.

Interactive Billing Services
Electronic Billing Services for B2B and B2C E-Commerce

IBS
Overview
•
Satisfy demand for electronic bill presentment and payment
•
COTSYS hosted solution limits capital outlay
•
Create new avenues of communication with customers
COTSYS’s Interactive Billing Services is a powerful way to enhance your organization's billing process to meet the
demand for faster, easier and more accessible information receipt. All of our solutions enable you to deliver
statements – including customized, targeted messages and offers – to customers via the Web. A variety of
outsourced solutions are available.
Our outsourced solutions, IBS includes those that enable you to present invoices and bills on your company's own
Web site, display sensitive information online, and deliver robust, interactive content with secure payment and
remittance capabilities. Through our solutions, you can use legacy billing systems to output XML-based data and
develop online billing applications that you can run in-house.
Benefits:

•
•
•

Minimize the cost of bill delivery,
Lower customer service costs
Reduce receivables float.

Meeting Customer Demand
More and more, today’s tech-savvy customers demand to receive and pay bills online rather than via the mail. The
upshot for your business? To ensure loyalty and stay competitive, you must offer e-statement presentment and
payment options. But delivering these services in-house takes a costly investment in people, software and
hardware that don’t directly support your main line of business. Plus, your current print-based billing processes
may prevent revenue from flowing in fast enough.
A proven solution without capital investment
IBS is a flexible, reliable, secure system. We quickly implement the Web site, with or without its payment
component, and deliver best-in-class hosting and support services – giving you a full Electronic Bills processing
solution without any capital investment. The Customer and Administrative portals include your logo and color
schemes, marketing messages and enrollment options. And you can easily customize them at any time, in real
time, using COTSYS’ unique online Design Center.
How it works

We accept your bill data in your preferred output format – such as existing print stream, flat file or XML – and
present bills online in the same format as your printed bills. Bill summary and detail appears online in a format
designed to your requirements.
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Your customers are automatically notified when bills are ready and are directed to the site to view and pay. We
offer multiple payment options: bank debit (ACH); credit card; print and pay; modify/cancel pending payments; and
user-driven auto-payment.
A daily payment remittance file for posting to your A/R system completes the payment process. Customer service
representatives can view bills, enroll new customers and accounts, change profile information and reset
passwords. You can manage system options, audit bills prior to presentment, manage CSRs and view online
reports. The reports keep you on top of enrollment, payment and bill load activity and support automatic updates
to your core billing and A/R systems.
Streamline transactions and gain a competitive edge
Quickly, safely and securely manage the transition from paper to electronic billing and payment through a proven
e-bill service provider.
Satisfy and retain your customers by providing the convenience and flexibility they’re looking for.
Increase your cash flow (reduce days sales outstanding) through e-billing and e-payment services.
Increase opportunities to cross-sell products and services through links and messages on the e-bill and additional
traffic to your Web site.
Save 60 to 90 percent on the current per-item cost of preparing and delivering paper bills and processing return
payments.
Streamline business processes and enable for multi department access to all bills online through a centralized
Web site.
Build a competitive edge by offering a superior e-statement delivery service.

CREDIT SERVICES
Mortgage Loan Services, Mortgage Servicing and Solutions
Executive Overview
•
Provide a comprehensive mortgage loan origination, processing and account servicing solution
•
Increase operational efficiency, reduce costs and support brand differentiation
•
Improve customer service quality and interaction
•
Reduce overhead and administrative costs using flexible transaction-based pricing
•
Leverage global expertise through a geographically compliant loan processing system
COTSYS Mortgage Loan Services offers flexible, scalable, build-your-own loan servicing packages – so you can
meet consumer demands better and buy only the services you need. We support every aspect of back-office
mortgage loan servicing, including payment processing, lien releases, investor accounting, customer relationship
management, default management, marketing, escrow analysis, collections and loss mitigation.
Our services are available on “pay as you go” basis. This approach enables you to free up capital, convert fixed
costs into variable costs – and devote more time and resources to your core business goals. Plus, with our privatelabel service, your customers never know that we're behind the scenes handling their calls and delivering services.
All they know is that they're receiving fast credit decisions and friendly, knowledgeable service. COTSYS Mortgage
Loan Services are only available internationally. As always, we, will provide you the total front- and back-office
solution to help your organization move into a more competitive position. We offer the people, processes and
technology you need to help your mortgage loan business grow, mitigating the risks while you manage your
customers.
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Available Features

Global scale enables us to interface in any geography. Loan origination processing, including credit application
processing, automated credit decisioning, mortgage offer preparation and fulfillment, funds release, and closing
document preparation. Improves operational risk management by providing a tightly managed origination and
servicing process. Transaction-based pricing "pay by the drink" .
Mortgage loan servicing, including:
Account administration
Customer service
Payment processing
Account reporting
Arrears management, foreclosure and securitization

Finance & Accounting Services
COTSYS Finance & Accounting Services manages day-to-day business functions, enabling you to improve your
company's controls and service levels while reducing costs. Our services and activities include: Source-to-Settle,
Order-to-Cash, Record-to-Report, Decision Support & Analytics and Payroll. When managing your financial
business processes COTSYS focuses on controls, productivity and providing accurate and timely information
needed for decision support and business planning. We also supply quality measures and key performance
indicators in order to present you the necessary operational overview. Moreover, you benefit from an increased
ability to devote management time and resources to your core competencies and strategies that lead to growth.
When you outsource financial business processes to COTSYS you benefit from a wealth of industry knowledge
and experience. Taking into account your specific, individual, COTSYS is prepared to provide a flexible, scalable
solution that's right for you.
Executive Overview

•
•
•
•

Outsource day-to-day business functions.
Enhance quality and controls.
Improve customer satisfaction.
Increase management focus on core strategic initiatives.

Lower operational costs and improve decision-making
Client problems and challenges

Too often, companies use a variety of unconnected systems that hinder the flow of information enterprise wide.
That’s a key reason finance and accounting business processes become inefficient, time consuming and riddled
with errors. The results include dissatisfied customers and suppliers, high operational costs, and added business
risk. Another possible outcome is incomplete or delayed reporting. Given Sarbanes-Oxley and other regulatory
requirements, it’s a situation no enterprise can tolerate.
Solution: We connect your systems and processes
Gain global service delivery

With COTSYS, our flexible service delivery model provides the ability to outsource processes and automate
technology based on your requirements. You can outsource the entire finance and accounting area or you can
begin with the basics, and we’ll put a plan in place to help you migrate to a total outsourced solution when you’re
ready. Anchored by our market-leading global Best Shore capabilities, COTSYS delivers its Finance and
Accounting Services from a variety of onshore, near shore and offshore locations that best meet your needs.
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How it works

Based on your objectives, we work with you to baseline your current business processes, systems and
organization to design a detailed blueprint for change, a jointly agreed-upon transition and execution plan. When
managing your financial business processes, COTSYS helps you improve productivity and controls, as well as the
accuracy and timeliness of the information needed for decision support and business planning. Standardized,
repeatable processes backed by multipoint global delivery and technology automation help you simultaneously
improve service performance and drive down transaction costs. You get flexible support for multiple enterprise
resource planning and legacy systems. System transformation options include applications rationalization,
modernization and implementation.
What you can achieve

•
•
•
•
•
•

Save 30 to 40 percent on finance and accounting costs through COTSYS’ global economies of scale,
leveraged technology and Best Shore services.
Enhance quality through standard processes that drive lower error rates.
Improve controls by establishing a single point for convergence for transaction processes.
Reduce opportunities for errors and create a simpler compliance review.
Increase customer satisfaction through our focus on quality measures, key performance indicators and
service-level agreements.
Improve shareholder value by enabling more time spent on strategic decision-making and planning.

Features

Source to Settle: Sourcing, supplier administration, purchase order processing, procurement card administration,
invoice processing and payment administration
Order to Cash: Customer administration, order processing, billing, credit, collections and cash application
Record to Report: General ledger maintenance, account reconciliation, journal entry preparation and posting,
treasury/banking support, inter company accounting, and fixed assets
Payroll : Preparation and processing, checks and EFT, reconciliation, third-party payments, and tax reporting and
filing .
Decision Support And ANALYTICS: Preparation of financials, budget and forecasting support, profit and loss and
balance sheet analysis, performance analysis and reporting, business research, and modeling and optimization

Business Intelligence Service
COTSYS Business Intelligence provides you with all the latest tools to deliver information to the right people at the
right time, including:
•
Alerts and reminders
•
Drag and analyze functionality
•
Published reports and KPIs on your homepage
COTSYS has revolutionized the design of our software to ensure the right information is delivered to the right
people at the right time. We recognize that staff members within your organization need different things from a
system, depending on what their job entails. We provide your organization with the tools to make this a reality.
Casual Users are your staff members who may use the system on an ad hoc basis and need to operate with little
or no training. For a Casual User, the software experience is all about being able to action the required task
straight away - checking their departmental profit against budget status, or simply reviewing their annual leave
balance online. Ease of use is the key.
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Power Users, on the other hand, are likely to use the system on a daily basis. They perform more sophisticated
functions, and are focused on how to get the most of out of the solution by streamlining and automating tasks, and
analyzing and interpreting data. A financial accountant may be interested in checking departmental profit against
budget status, and may also need to drill down to see the detailed transactions that make up these totals for more
in depth analysis.
Management Users need to see a bird’s eye view across the organization. COTSYS’s business intelligence
capabilities enable you to see both snapshot and detailed information. Managers require information for decisionmaking in a format that allows rapid analysis across all systems, not just the financials. COTSYS’s solution
proactively pushes information across your enterprise for greater effectiveness. Even staff who cannot log into the
system due to time pressures or their remote location can receive important and timely information for action via a
number of methods, including email and SMS. We help you to identify inefficiencies, and give you the agility to
seize opportunities that may otherwise be lost.

Enterprise Content Management System Service
COTSYS Enterprise Content Management Model/Solution delivers an integrated business process and lifecycle
management tool for corporate information. It provides a powerful platform with customized automated workflow
functionality for streamlining information capture, sharing, distribution and management. Integrating with core
business applications, COTSYS ECM is a complete solution for your organization’s document lifecycle
management. It creates a single shared repository containing all your corporate information and is structured
around your organization’s business requirements. It provides each employee with the tools and information they
need to excel in their everyday tasks.
COTSYS ECM improves productivity, increases efficiency, enhances business processes and reduces the number
of lost and misplaced documents through a disciplined content management workflow. It is easy to configure, use
and manage and can provide an ideal fit for almost any organization by lowering document-handling costs,
facilitating improvements in customer service, improving the management of corporate information and therefore
improving administrative control and decision making. By satisfying all information management requirements,
COTSYS ECM eliminates the need for multiple stand-alone systems and repositories.
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Corporate Training & Education Service
Realize the Full Potential of Your Solutions, Processes and Technologies
Short- and long-term success depends on your organization’s ability to incorporate technologies into day-to-day
work. COTSYS’s Training & Education services deliver maximum results for your software organization by
ensuring:
•

Rapid adoption of technologies

•

Up-to-date skills across the application lifecycle

•

Optimized performance for both individuals and teams

•

The highest level of competency for key application & enterprise processes

Offers
COTSYS offers a broad range of education courses that give you access to decades of unparalleled software
knowledge. Our instructors are experts in various technologies range from Microsoft to Java, Oracle to MS SQL
Server, as well as a wide range of third-party technologies and environments. And they also possess deep
knowledge of the key software standards that are critical to your success.

Latest education courses
•

IT Project & Portfolio Management

•

Requirements Definition and Management

•

Modeling

•

Configuration & Change Management

•

Lifecycle Quality Management

•

Process Improvement

A Choice of Delivery Channels
COTSYS offers a variety of delivery mechanism, all of which provide in-depth information and guidance, enabling
you to choose the environment that best fits you and your organization:
•
•
•
•

On-site training
Online, instructor assisted
Online, self paced
Public classroom training

Enterprise Adoption Planning
COTSYS offers a customized training curriculum for organizations with unique training and skills needs. We work
with you to design a sustained training program, tailored to your specific goals, processes, technology investments
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and business objectives. The resulting program emphasizes rapid adoption of technologies, clear results tied to
predetermined success criteria and lasting improvement for your entire organization.
For more information, e-mail us information@cotsys.com

Industries
COTSYS has a very strong experience in the domains like: Banking, Finance, Insurance, Automobiles, Aircraft,
Manufacturing, Healthcare, Academics, Telecommunications, Contract Management, Learning, and Performance
Management. At COTSYS we can help you reduce costs and increase efficiencies to stay competitive in the
marketplace through our information technology and business process solutions. By partnering with COTSYS, you
are guaranteed immediate strong business results.

Risk Management
Concepts of Global project delivery raise a number of concerns in decision maker's mind. Factors including
cultural, economic, communication, time and cost sum up to overall risks. It is in COTSYS's interest to addresses
these concerns through the life cycle of the project.
Our risk mitigation strategy includes:
•

Definition of engagement logistics including team structure, roles & responsibilities, tracking mechanisms,
cultural and procedural unification across teams.

•

Deploy the right team in the right locations for optimal project execution.

•

Delivery of projects in short iterations of project planning and execution.

•

Flexibility in pricing, payment modes and payment schedules to suit needs, including Fixed-Cost model.

•

Rapid proof-of-concepts, prototypes for business and technology feasibilities.

•

Visibility into project management and tracking using our extranet application.

•

Deputing a program manager at client's location for project day-to-day coordination and one stop
communication.

•

Ease in escalating project and non-project issues.
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Quality Assurance
COTSYS is deeply committed to delivering quality software products and services. As a matter of practice, we
follow TQP which is Total Quality Platform, which has been derived from various standard institutes specifications
like, CMMI, ISO 9000. COTSYS’s philosophy on Quality revolves around the triad of People, Process and
Technology. It is the combination of these three components that influences quality. Our internal and external
quality initiatives constantly focus on the vertices of the triad to maintain equilibrium between them. Our global
hiring, compensation and retention policies ensure that we have the top talent in the industry. We have built teams
with a mix of generalist and specialist skills to be able to cover the breadth and depth of a solution.
Our Software Engineering Process Group (SEPG), empower the teams with customized agile processes based on
practices and clients domains. A combination of industry models including SEI's CMMI, ISO, IEEE with frameworks
like XP, RUP and RSPA blend into our work culture. The group controls the evolution of this work culture, keeping
abreast with industry developments and client engagements. Our enterprise information portal utilizes various tools
and technologies to create a platform for effective project management, software engineering, knowledge
management and resource management. Portions of this portal are made available to our clients to provide
visibility and milestone tracking of their project initiatives. Our tool evaluation team ensures adaptation of the bestof-breed tools and technologies for effective software development.
Most concerns around out-sourcing are about how well an organization can make the outsourcing partner work in
synergy with the in-house team. Communication is a well-known barrier to effective and synergetic software
development between two organizations with potentially different geographies and cultures.
While it is easier for software companies to communicate, given that they know the business of software as much
as the outsourcing partner does, it makes it that much more difficult for businesses whose core business is not
software. Factors such as lack of visibility and ambiguity in the way out-sourcing partners actually do work tend to
decelerate the strengthening of engagements. This is where process comes to play. With standards and models
like Software Capability Maturity Model (CMM) from Software Engineering Institute (SEI), Carnegie Mellon
University, USA, TQP Standards, some of the above mentioned risks are addressed. This validates our ability to
deliver high-quality software with customer-oriented practices and synergic teams. Working as a partner, rather
than a vendor is key in building long-term solutions. We base all our engagements as partnerships.
COTSYS tailors the service delivery approach, right from eliciting and managing requirements down to
development, support and deployment to suit specific customer requirements and existing business processes.
COTSYS emphasizes on requirements scoping and definition being a structured practice that ensures coverage
over non-functional aspects of the system (such as technology, reliability and usability) as much as the functional
aspects of the system. It is imperative that the rest of the process aligns to the core requirements and business
objectives of our customers.
Snapshot

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alignment of development activities and approaches to customers business goals
Sound requirement elicitation and solution presentation techniques
Strong estimation, planning and inter-group dependency management
Effective online and offline communication infrastructure
Stringent configuration and change management
Quality assurance plans based on degree of rigor and "cost of quality"
Standardization of guidelines & templates
Client process adoption
Qualitative performance measures for improvement

Critical to any project execution is commitment & dependency management and issue resolution. Our online webbased tracking system provides complete visibility to customers on schedules, effort and quality. Our independent
quality assurance teams ensure process adherence in projects for optimal process and product quality.
Our strong technology background combined with engineering practices to take software from an idea to
implementation, combined with our process maturity and ability to orient teams to fit into customer teams, has
enabled us establish long term relationships with customers.
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TQP (Total Quality Platform)
The concepts have been widely adopted by numerous technical management models, including systems
engineering, integrated logistics support, Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI), ISO 9000, Prince2,
PMBOK project management methodology, COBIT, Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL), , and
application lifecycle management. TQP is the standard, which COTSYS follows for efficient, effective and
qualitative business solutions.
Other Benefits

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Base: CMMI, ISO, ITIL
Project Management: PMBOK, Prince2
SDLC: RUP, Agile, Waterfall.
Easy To Manage
Imparts Predictable Behavior
Transparent Participation of Stakeholders (Local and Offshore)
Eliminates Productivity Burden required to execute Offshore Projects
Provide RAD & Management tools, ready to use templates.

Partners
COTSYS’s vision for recognizes customers' need to define, manage and measure their software delivery
processes based on their own unique needs. COTSYS partners globally with a broad range of leaders in
technology, services and distribution. These partnerships enable our joint customers to define, manage and
measure software delivery, using any processes, tools or platforms.

Partner Types
COTSYS has four types of partners:
Solution Partner:
COTSYS Solution Partners include service providers, professional services organizations and value-added
businesses that recommend COTSYS solutions.
System Integrator:
COTSYS collaborates with Systems integrators (SI) around the globe to deliver a broad range of solutions for our
joint customers. COTSYS SI partners provide customers with leading industry and technology expertise and share
our vision to help customers maximize the business value of software delivery.
Channel Partner:
Channel Partners resell all or part of the COTSYS technology & business solutions.
Technology Partner:
Strategic ISVs and OEMs offer technologies, solutions, processes or industry domain expertise that complement or
extend COTSYS’s solutions. For more information about technology partners, please contact us.
For more information, e-mail us information@cotsys.com
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Become a COTSYS Partner
COTSYS recognizes the importance of developing and harvesting partnerships around the world that help
customers transform software delivery into a managed, efficient and predictable business process.
We understand that no single company - regardless of size, reputation, or service - can effectively supply all
aspects of a customer solution. Therefore, we have developed an ecosystem of partners around the world.
Our collaborative partnerships combine best of breed products and services to deliver complete solutions for
software delivery that provide real customer value. To find out more about our partner program please write us on
information@cotsys.com.

Virtual IT Division for you (VITDFY)
Challenges
Most of the In-house IT/Computer Science/ Software divisions or departments face problems like:
Day to day management of complex MIS activities
High investment on resources, technology & infrastructure, Outsource resource or provide costly training to incountry resources.
Complex Management of technology and projects
Higher risks

What we offer
COTSYS offers you, a VITDFY program. This program addresses all the issues generally In-house IT/Computer
Science/ Software divisions or departments face. This program outsources your work, which is based on
Incremental model and finally provides you, your own IT division. In essence, we act like your In-house
IT/Computer Science/ Software divisions or department.

Benefits for you
Freedom from complex In-house IT/Computer Science/ Software divisions or departments management
issues, by Less or no investment
•
Effective Return on Investment
•
No resource management
•
Less risks
•
No management of technology issues
•
Effective & efficient MIS outcomes
•
24X7 support & management
•
Subject expertise
•
Immediate Business Results
•
Speed to Delivery [50-75% Faster]
•
Guaranteed Cost Savings [25-50%]
•
Utilizing even lower cost resources for defined work like in cities in India, Australia leading to significant cost
advantage on over all resource usage.
Customer Satisfaction
Guaranteed SLA Improvements [Minimum 20%]
•
Higher customer facing US, India & Australia, teams leading to both perceived and real customer satisfaction
advantage
•
High Quality Work Product
•
Eliminates "To Specification but Not to Expectation" deliverables
•
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VITDFY in your country
If you are interested in VITDFY, please e-mail on information@cotsys.com and our representative will contact
you. Please check their presence.

Asia Pacific:
•
Australia: Adelaide, Brisbane, Melbourne.
•
New Zealand: Wellington.
•
India: Bhopal, Pune, Banglore.
Gulf:
•
•
•
•

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA): Riyadh.
Oman: Muscat.
Qatar: Doha.
U.A.E.: Dubai, Abu Dhabi.

Europe:
•
U.K.: London
Canada:
•
Calgary
U.S.A:
•
•
•
•

Washington.
California.
New York
New Jersey

For more information, e-mail us information@cotsys.com
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Advantages for you
Immediate Business Results
COTSYS guarantees strong business results immediately to all its customers. It does this by leveraging its unique
delivery model, its unique pricing guarantee and its people.
COTSYS’s unique model is called the Total Quality Platform. COTSYS’s TQP Platform is a proprietary set of
processes, systems, pre-built technologies and web-based tools that enable virtually distributed team integration
for IT delivery.
COTSYS is one of the only IT solutions providers that uses a fixed bid ITO model. COTSYS has proven that it can
improve efficiencies and costs and therefore, uses the 20:20 rule with its customers. The 20:20 rule guarantees
20% IT cost savings, and 20% service improvement as a result of using COTSYS.
COTSYS is very proud of the people that work for them. COTSYS has a hardworking staff of very high-integrity
individuals that focus on doing the best for the customer everyday. COTSYS has a highly trained staff of software
and network engineers, project managers, PMO consultants, architects, analysts, SMEs, programmers,
developers, and administrators that make an impact to their customer’s everyday. Each employee of COTSYS is
focused on "building strong business results."

Business Value
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategic
Immediate Business Results
Below 4% Turnover - Knowledge Retention
Reduces the minimum size of the project that can efficiently use offshore content.
Speed to Delivery [25-45% Faster]
Cost Saving
Guaranteed Cost Savings [25-40%]
Utilizing even lower cost resources for defined work like in tier 2 cities in India leading to significant cost
advantage on over all resource usage.
Customer Satisfaction
Guaranteed SLA Improvements [Minimum 20%]
Higher customer facing US, India & Australia, teams leading to both perceived and real customer satisfaction
advantage
High Quality Work Product
Eliminates "To Specification but Not to Expectation" deliverables

Contact us:
For general information & solution details:

information@cotsys.com

For Partnership offering:

partnership@cotsys.com

For project request proposal:

proposal@cotsys.com

“Leadership Through Excellence”,
We always believed “Excellence is not a matter of chance”; It is a matter of Choice.
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